Interleaved pulsed MAMBA: a new parallel slice imaging method.
A method of acquiring slices in parallel is described which uses interleaved sets of pulsed B(0) field coils to generate discrete regions of uniform field within the main magnetic field known as interleaved MAMBA (multiple acquisition micro B(0) array). Simulations of a number of coil designs were performed using the Biot-Savart law. A six-step coil was built and interfaced to a 0.17 T Niche MRI system and the field steps measured using an imaging technique. Measured field steps were in good agreement with the values predicted by simulation. The coil design was then scaled up by a factor of three, interfaced to a 1.5 T whole-body MRI system, and scans of the hands and arms of volunteers were acquired from up to four field steps using standard spin and gradient echo sequences. Images were also acquired simultaneously from two field steps with no frequency encode aliasing and one excitation. The one-dimensional interleaved pulsed MAMBA step field technique shows great promise for enabling many slices to be acquired simultaneously along the axis of the coil for rapid volumetric studies without the need for multiple shot Hadamard encoding. Extension of interleaved coil design to two or three dimensions is feasible, which could provide full spatial coverage combined with ultra-rapid data acquisition.